Attachment B

Below is my 2011 Scion. Officer J. Pallone - Dedttorri placed a parking infraction on it at
5:05am on October 5, 2012. There were many other cars parked on this street that also received this parking infraction during this time. Nowhere was there a visual sign near my car,
or anywhere else, that identified to Officer Pallone to alert him of the parking infraction that
needed to be enforced.

Attachment C
I couldn’t locate a section of Maui Traffic Codes, referenced by Officer Pallone, prohibiting overnight parking, however, there was a section 10.68.110 found in Maui traffic codes
that prohibits traveling over roads by certain vehicles weighing over a certain weight.

If this sign wasn’t here, how would anybody know that they couldn’t travel on this road with a vehicle weight over
10,000 lbs and that they were violating a county traffic code? Now I know why I see large construction trucks
driving down Puu Hoolai St during the day….because they can’t use the next street over….See how these signs
actually do open people’s eyes and warns them?

Attachment D

If these signs at the park weren’t here how would anybody know that their vehicle was prohibited from being in the park or that their dogs must be leased? Below are additional traffic signs seen on Keonekai St:

Attachment E

Attachment F

Attachment G

This is a Google Earth image of the street intersection located at the Kalami’I Elementary School.
One of the signs above prohibit left turns from 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m.
Now if the Maui police wanted to cite drivers/motorists for violating these traffic signs, then they
would end up spending most of their time in the morning and afternoon at this intersection because
drivers/motorists are always violating these signs….and the 20mph speed limit is rarely adhered to on
this street. But instead, the police want to drive out to Puu Hoolai St at 5:00 a.m. in the morning,
where residents are sleeping peacefully, to cite vehicles for violating a traffic code when nobody on
this street is aware of it and there aren’t any signs around to indicate that parking here all night is prohibited from 2am to 6am for longer than 60 minute.

Attachment H
Below is the first page to Chapter 10/Maui Traffic Code:

Section 10-1.2. states that the purpose of the improved traffic codes is for the regulation and control
of traffic upon the streets and highways of the county of Maui. So improving the code in the regulation and control of traffic upon Puu Hoolai St, in Kihei, is to make sure there isn’t a sign prohibiting “All Night Parking” for the residents to see. More improvements is obviously needed.

